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Summary

Mechanical forces play important roles during tissue organi-
zation in developing animals. Many tissues are organized

into adjacent, nonmixing groups of cells termed compart-
ments [1–7]. Boundaries between compartments display a

straight morphology and are associated with signaling cen-
ters that are important for tissue growth and patterning [8].

Local increases in mechanical tension at cell junctions
along compartment boundaries have recently been shown

to prevent cell mixing and to maintain straight boundaries
[9–13]. The cellular mechanisms by which local increases

in mechanical tension prevent cell mixing at compartment
boundaries, however, remain poorly understood. Here, we

have used live imaging and quantitative image analysis to
determine cellular dynamics at and near the anteroposterior

compartment boundaries of theDrosophila pupal abdominal

epidermis. We show that cell mixing within compartments
involves multiple cell intercalations. Frequency and orienta-

tion of cell intercalations are unchanged along the compart-
ment boundaries; rather, an asymmetry in the shrinkage of

junctions during intercalation is biased, resulting in cell re-
arrangements that suppress cell mixing. Simulations of

tissue growth show that local increases in mechanical ten-
sion can account for this bias in junctional shrinkage. We

conclude that local increases in mechanical tension main-
tain cell populations separate by influencing junctional rear-

rangements during cell intercalation.

Results and Discussion

We analyzed cellular dynamics of compartmentalization in the
pupal abdominal epidermis of Drosophila, a useful system
for live imaging [14]. The dorsal part of this epithelial tissue
is subdivided into a sequence of anterior and posterior com-
partments [15]. Each compartment is derived from an initially
separate histoblast nest that proliferates and fuses with
neighboring nests to form the anteroposterior compartment
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boundaries (AP boundaries) and to build a continuous epithe-
lial sheet (Figure 1A and Movie S1 available online) [14].

Time Evolution of the Shape of the AP Boundary in

Drosophila Histoblast Nests
We first revealed the dynamics of the shape of the AP bound-
ary. We labeled adherens junctions in histoblast nests using a
fusion protein of DE-Cadherin and GFP [16], performed time-
lapse imaging, and used image analysis software [17] to iden-
tify cell junctions (Figure 1A andMovie S1). Cell junctions along
the AP boundary were identified by tracing of cell lineages of
anterior and posterior histoblast nests. As control, we arbi-
trarily defined seven adjacent regions at increasing distances
to the AP boundary, separated by lines parallel to the AP
boundary (Figure 1B), and traced cell lineages in these regions
during development (see the Supplemental Experimental Pro-
cedures). We characterized the shape of these lines (hence-
forth referred to as ‘‘control interfaces’’) and the AP boundary
by a geometric measure termed ‘‘roughness’’ [9, 10]. The
roughness of the control interfaces in histoblast nests
increased over a 3 hr period (Figures 1B–1E, Movie S2). By
contrast, the roughness of the AP boundary remained nearly
constant over time (Figures 1B–1E). Thus, consistent with
previous simulations of tissue growth [9], the roughness of
control interfaces increases with time, whereas the roughness
of the AP boundary is maintained nearly constant during
development.

Dynamics of Cells along the AP Boundary Is Constrained

Mosaic analysis has established that cells between adjacent
compartments do not mix; i.e., a cell from one compartment
will never become completely surrounded by cells from the
adjacent compartment [18]. The absence of cell mixing be-
tween compartments may be a mere consequence of the
inability of cells within compartments to change their neigh-
bors during development. To test this notion, we analyzed
the dynamics of cells along control interfaces and compared
it to the dynamics of cells along the AP boundary. To quantify
cell mixing behavior, we determined the fraction of the adhe-
rens junctional length of histoblast cells that are in contact
with cells of the adjacent region or compartment (termed
‘‘cell mixing index,’’ g; Figure 2A) over time. For g = 0, a cell
is only in contact with cells of the same region or compartment,
whereas for g = 1, a cell is only in contact with cells of the
neighboring region or compartment. The average values of
the cell mixing indices for cells along control interfaces and
the APboundarywere similar (Figures S1A andS1B). However,
whereas the maximal value of the observed cell mixing index
for cells along the AP boundary was 0.58, cells located along
control interfaces had a cell mixing index of up to 1.0 (Figures
S1A and S1B). Consistently, we observed cells along control
interfaces whose cell mixing index was initially low but
increased up to 1.0 within 1–2 hr (Figure 2B). These results
confirm that histoblast cells from adjacent compartments do
not mix and establish that histoblast cells within a compart-
ment exchange their neighbors during development, resulting
in cell mixing. The cell mixing index is a geometric measure
that also reflects the local shape of the AP boundary. We will
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Figure 1. Time Evolution of the Shape of the AP Boundary in Drosophila Histoblast Nests

(A) Images of anterior and posterior dorsal histoblast nests before fusion (left) and 3 hr after fusion (right). Cell junctions are visualized by DE-Cad::GFP.

Segmented images of anterior (blue) and posterior (red) dorsal histoblast nests are shown to the right of each image. Anterior is to the left and posterior

is to the right unless otherwise stated in this and all the following figures.

(B) Lineage tracing of seven regions parallel to the AP boundary. Time after the fusion of histoblast nests is shown on top of each image. Anterior compart-

ment is divided into four regions (from left to right: magenta, green, orange, and purple) and posterior compartment is divided into three regions (yellow,

blue, and red).

(C) Snapshot of the shapes of the interfaces between neighboring regions at the time of histoblast nest fusion. Interfaces between neighboring groups in (B)

are referred to as AA1, AA2, AA3, AP, PP1, and PP2 from anterior to posterior.

(D) Time evolution of roughness of the interfaces between neighboring regions for the distance, L, of one average cell junction length. The roughness is

defined as the average distance of excursions of the interface away from a straight line for different lengths of the line [9, 10]. Interfaces between neighboring

groups are as in (C).

(E) Time evolution of roughness of control interfaces between neighboring regions within the anterior (AA) and posterior (PP) compartments and of the AP

boundary for the distance, L, of one average cell junction length. Error bars indicate the SEM. n = 12 (AA), n = 8 (PP), and n = 4 (AP) interfaces of four animals.

Scale bars represent 20 mm.
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therefore use the cell mixing index as a measure for both local
AP boundary shape and cell mixing.

To test how cell mixing across the AP boundary is prevented
and how the straight shape of the AP boundary is maintained,
we analyzed changes in cell mixing index at 3 min intervals.
At control interfaces, the cell mixing index increased or
decreased with equal probabilities (Figure 2C). Cells at the
AP boundary that had a small cell mixing index (0.3 % g <
0.4) also increased or decreased their cell mixing index with
equal probabilities (Figure 2C). Interestingly, for cells along
the AP boundary displaying high cell mixing indices (0.4 %
g < 0.6), the probability to decrease cell mixing index was
much greater than the probability to increase cell mixing index
(Figure 2C). Similarly, the cell mixing index of cells along the
border of enE mutant clones of cells located in the posterior
compartment (Figure S1C) preferentially decreased when
initial cell mixing index was large (Figure 2C). enE is a deletion
of the engrailed and invected selector genes, which are specif-
ically expressed in posterior cells and whose activities are
required to prevent cell mixing across the AP boundary [15,
19]. Moreover, cell mixing index of cells along the AP boundary
fluctuated less over longer time intervals (1 hr) and stayed
below an upper limit (Figures S1D–S1G). We conclude that in
response to the selector genes engrailed and invected, the
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Figure 2. Dynamics of Cells along the AP Boundary Is Constrained

(A) Definition of the cell mixing index, g. The cell mixing index is the fraction of the perimeter of a cell that is sharedwith cells from a neighboring compartment

or region (AP contacts and AA contacts). The cell mixing index was determined for the first row of anterior (A1) and posterior (P1) cells that are located along

the AP boundary (green) and control anterior cells that are located along control interfaces shown in Figure 1C (red).

(B) Time evolution of the cell mixing index for three single cells located at control interfaces.

(C) Probability to increase (red), to decrease (blue), or not to change (green) the cell mixing index, g, in a 3min timewindow. Data were collected for individual

cells in consecutive time windows for each movie. Cells with 0.3 % g < 0.4, 0.4 % g < 0.5, 0.5 % g < 0.6, and 0.6 % g < 0.7 were separately analyzed. A/A

indicates junctions between two anterior cells (n = 3,271, 2,784, 1,683, and 764 cells for 0.3% g < 0.4, 0.4% g < 0.5, 0.5% g < 0.6, and 0.6% g < 0.7, respec-

tively). AP indicates junctions between anterior and posterior cells (n = 2,420, 2,125, 151, and 0 cells for 0.3% g < 0.4, 0.4% g < 0.5, 0.5% g < 0.6, and 0.6%

g < 0.7, respectively). enE/P indicates the junction between enE mutant posterior cells and wild-type posterior cells (n = 2,595, 1,174, 240, and 20 cells for

(legend continued on next page)
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dynamics of cells along the AP boundary is constrained. Cells
tend to reduce their contact to cells from the neighboring
compartment until it falls below an upper limit. As a conse-
quence, mixing of anterior and posterior cells is suppressed.
The minimization of contact for large, but not for small, cell
mixing indices provides a mechanism that allows two com-
partments to have a common interface, yet limits the contact
of cells from the two compartments to maintain a straight
boundary.

T1 Transitions of Cells Can Promote Cell Mixing
within Compartments

To further understand the cellular mechanisms that prevent
cell mixing between two compartments, we first sought to
identify the processes that result in cell mixing within compart-
ments. Studies in the Drosophila embryonic epidermis have
emphasized the role of cell divisions in promoting cell mixing
and have indicated that the AP boundary is challenged by
‘‘pushing’’ of dividing cells into the adjacent compartment
[13]. To quantitatively test this notion in histoblast nests, we
measured the cell mixing index of dividing cells. Notably, cells
dividing at control interfaces or the AP boundary did not signif-
icantly change their cell mixing index (Figures 2D and 2E).
Thus, in histoblast nests cell division does not directly promote
cell mixing and cells dividing at the AP boundary do not ‘‘push’’
into the neighboring compartment.

Cell mixing at control interfaces was accompanied by multi-
ple cell intercalations that involved the sequential loss and
gain of junctions (Figure 3A). During these intercalations,
termed T1 transitions [20], the shrinkage of a junction shared
by two cells into a four-way vertex is followed by the formation
of a new junction resulting in a new pair of neighbor cells (Fig-
ure 3B). T1 transitions lead to cell neighbor exchange and thus
could contribute to cell mixing within compartments. To test
this notion, we measured the change in cell mixing index of
cells undergoing T1 transitions. We distinguished between
T1 transitions in which cells gained a new junction along the
AP boundary or control interface (ON boundary, Figure 3B)
and those in which cells gained a new junction perpendicular
to it (OFF boundary). Cells along control interfaces on average
increased their cell mixing index when they gained an ON
boundary junction (Figures 3C and 3D). Interestingly, cells
along the AP boundary undergoing T1 transitions did on
average not increase their cell mixing index, regardless of
whether they gained an ON boundary or OFF boundary junc-
tion (Figures 3C, 3D, and S2A). These data demonstrate that
T1 transitions contribute to cell mixing within compartments.
Importantly, they also show that cell mixing is suppressed
for T1 transitions along the AP boundary.

T1 Transitions of Cells along the AP Boundary Are Biased
to Suppress Cell Mixing

To reveal the mechanism that suppresses cell mixing for T1
transitions along the AP boundary, we quantitatively analyzed
the frequency, orientation, and geometry of T1 transitions. We
only considered T1 transitions gaining ON boundary junctions,
because mainly those T1 transitions contributed to cell mixing
0.3% g < 0.4, 0.4% g < 0.5, 0.5% g < 0.6, and 0.6% g < 0.7, respectively). Erro

analyzed.

(D and E) Plots of cell mixing indices for individual dividing cells and the avera

posterior cells located at the control interface (D) and AP boundary (E). Error ba

interfaces of four animals, and n = 20 anterior and n = 20 posterior cells at the

See also Figure S1.
(Figure 3D and Figure S2A). The frequency and orientation of
T1 transitions was indistinguishable for cells along the AP
boundary and for cells of the anterior compartment (Figures
S2B–S2D and Movie S3). We noticed, however, that the junc-
tion shrinkage associated with T1 transitions was frequently
asymmetric throughout the tissue. One of the two vertices at
the ends of the shrinking junction moved predominantly
(Movie S4). For T1 transitions of cells along the AP boundary,
the predominant movement of the vertex located away from
the AP boundary would result in the new junction emerging
from the four-way vertex in a way that the straight shape of
the AP boundary is little or not disturbed (Figure 3E, case 1).
Predominant movement of the vertex located along the AP
boundary, on the other hand, would result in the local distor-
tion of the AP boundary (Figure 3E, case 2). To quantify the
result of junctional shrinkage, we measured the position of
the new cell junction emerging from the four-way vertex (Fig-
ure 3E). For T1 transitions of cells along control interfaces,
the new cell junction was on average centered between the
pair of cells that lost their junctions (Figures 3C and 3F and
Movie S4). By contrast, for cells along the AP boundary, junc-
tions along the AP boundary were less deformed, resulting in
the positioning of the new junction closer to the side of the
AP boundary (Figures 3C and 3F and Movie S4). Similarly, for
cells along enE mutant clone borders, junctions along the
clone border were less deformed during T1 transitions, result-
ing in the positioning of the new junction closer to the side of
the clone border (Figures 3C and 3F). Finally, junctions along
the AP boundary in larval wing discs, which are also under
increased mechanical tension [10], were also less deformed
during T1 transitions (Figure 3F, Figure S2E, Movie S5). Similar
observations were made when, instead of the position of the
new cell junction, the angles of the junctions connected to
the four-way vertex were measured (Figure S2F). These data
demonstrate that the movement of the vertex located along
the AP boundaries is restrained during the junctional shrinkage
of T1 transitions in both histoblasts andwing discs. This bias in
the asymmetry of junctional shrinkage results in a cell config-
uration that suppresses cell mixing and maintains the straight
shape of the AP boundaries.

Local Increases in Mechanical Tension Bias T1 Transitions

of Cells along the AP Boundary
We next analyzed the mechanisms by which the asymmetry
of junctional shrinkage is biased during T1 transitions. Local
increases in mechanical tension have been demonstrated
along the AP and dorsoventral boundaries in Drosophila
wing discs [9, 10]. Such local increases in mechanical tension
could result in the shortening of cell junctions and thus could
bias the shrinkage of cell junctions. We therefore first tested
whether mechanical tension at cell junctions is increased
along the AP boundary of histoblast nests. To determine me-
chanical tension, we ablated single cell junctions and quanti-
fied the initial velocity of the displacement of vertices at the
ends of ablated cell junctions, which is a relative measure of
mechanical tension (Figures 4A and S3A) [21]. The initial veloc-
ity in response to ablation of cell junctions in the anterior or
r bars indicate the SEM. Four (A/A), four (A/P), and six (enE/P) animals were

ge area of dividing cells as a function of time to cell division for anterior and

rs indicate the SEM. n = 56 anterior and n = 38 posterior cells at the control

AP boundary of one animal.
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Figure 3. T1 Transitions along the AP Boundary Are Biased to Disfavor Cell Mixing

(A) Snapshots of a cell (markedwith a black dot) that is going tomixwith a neighboring group of cells (purple) at control interface AA3, as shown in Figures 1B

and 1C. Cell junctions generated by T1 transitions are indicated by arrows. The color of junction codes for the appearance and disappearance of junctions

throughout the time course as shown at the bottom. The scale bar represents 10 mm.

(B) Schematic representation of sequential topological changes during T1 transitions. The T1 transition involves four cells. Two cells that are initially in con-

tact (depicted in red) lose the cell junction between them, and the remaining two cells (green) come in contact to generate a new junction. The T1 transition

can be oriented in such a way that the new junction forms along the compartment boundary (ON boundary, top) or at an angle to the compartment boundary

(OFF boundary, bottom).

(C) Time series of T1 transitions at a control interface, the AP boundary, and borders of enE mutant clones located in the posterior compartment. Cells are

color coded as indicated in (B). Scale bars represent 10 mm or 5 mm (enE border).

(legend continued on next page)
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posterior compartments was comparable (Figure 4B). By
contrast, the initial velocity of vertex displacement upon abla-
tion of AP cell junctions or cell junctions along borders of enE

clones was increased approximately 2-fold (Figure 4B). Thus,
mechanical tension at cell junctions is locally increased
approximately 2-fold along the AP boundary and at enE clone
borders in histoblast nests.

To test whether local increases in mechanical tension are
sufficient to bias junctional shrinkage during T1 transitions,
we performed simulations of the growth of a tissue with two
compartments using a vertex model [9, 10, 22]. In this vertex
model, stable configurations of a network of junctions depend
on physical parameters, including mechanical tension at cell
junctions. We ran simulations using relative mechanical ten-
sion at cell junctions along the boundary between compart-
ments as compared to the bulk of the tissue of l = 1, 2, and
3 (Figure 4C). We then, similarly to the experiment, analyzed
the geometry of T1 transitions for cells along the boundary.
In the reference scenario, the new junction was placed on
average on the axis of the T1 transition (Figure 4D). By
contrast, for l = 2 and l = 3, the new junction was placed
more closely to the compartment boundary (Figure 4D). For
l = 2, the new junctionswere placed in the simulation at a com-
parable distance to the axis of T1 transition as in the experi-
ment (compare Figures 3F and 4D). Similar observations
were made when, instead of the position of the new cell junc-
tion, the angles of the junctions connected to the four-way ver-
tex were measured (Figure S3B). A bias in junctional shrinkage
was observed for a range of values of the physical parameters
used in the simulations (Figures S3C–S3H). Consistent with
these simulations, we furthermore show, based on theoretical
considerations of force balances, that unequal tension acting
on cell junctions results in an asymmetric shrinkage that leads
to a four-way vertex positioned toward the junction with higher
tension (see the Supplemental Experimental Procedures). We
conclude that the local 2-fold increase in mechanical tension
can account for the bias in the asymmetry of junctional
shrinkage during T1 transitions along the AP boundary.

Conclusions

We have used live imaging and quantitative image analysis to
demonstrate for the first time differences in the dynamics of
cells and junctions along a compartment boundary in a highly
proliferative tissue.We show that cell mixing within a compart-
ment is promoted by multiple junctional rearrangements
involving T1 transitions (Figure 4E). We propose that along
the AP boundary in histoblast nests, the differential expression
of the engrailed and invected selector genes in the posterior
and anterior compartments results in a local increase of me-
chanical tension at cell junctions (Figure 4F). This local in-
crease in mechanical tension influences neither the frequency
nor the orientation of T1 transitions. Rather, the local increase
in mechanical tension biases the asymmetry of junctional
(D) Difference in cell mixing index for cells located at control interfaces or the

along the boundary (ON boundary). Only cells that were already located at the

Error bars indicate the SEM. n = 296 (control) and n = 120 (AP) cells of four an

(E) Schematic representation of two cases of asymmetric intercalation. The mid

lose contact (red).

(F) Asymmetry of intercalations of pupal histoblast and larval wing disc cells. Po

to the midline of T1 transition (see E). The distance, d, between the new juncti

where the AP boundary is present and is positive when the new junction is lo

the SEM. n = 103 (control) and n = 40 (AP) T1 transitions in one pupa, n = 30 (

T1 transitions in five wing discs. ***p < 0.01, **p < 0.03.

See also Figure S2.
shrinkage during T1 transitions. Increased mechanical tension
resists deformations of junctions along the AP boundary. As a
consequence, junctions at an angle to the AP boundary shrink
during T1 transitions by the predominant movement of the ver-
tex located away from the compartment boundary. This results
in a cell configuration that suppresses cell mixing and main-
tains the straight shape of the AP boundary. It will be inter-
esting to identify the molecular basis for this cellular behavior.
Signatures of local increases in mechanical tension have been
observed at several compartment boundaries and other inter-
faces separating cells within tissues [9, 10, 13, 23–26]. We
therefore propose that the bias of junctional rearrangements
by local increases in mechanical tension might be a general
mechanism to separate groups of cells in developing animals.

Supplemental Information

Supplemental Information includes Supplemental Experimental Proce-

dures, three figures, and fivemovies and can be foundwith this article online

at http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.cub.2014.06.052.
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(B) Initial velocity of vertex displacement after laser ablation of cell junctions of the indicated types. enE clone refers to cell junctions along borders of enE

mutant clones located in the posterior compartment. Error bars indicate the SEM. n = 13 (AP), n = 13 (AA), n = 13 (PP), and n = 23 (enE clone) cell junctions.

(C) Examples of configurations of networks in simulations of tissue growth with two compartments for different values of l. Pictures from left to right show

the sequence of configurations during a T1 transition. The yellow line marks compartment boundary. Color coding of cells is as in Figure 3B.

(D) Asymmetry of intercalations in simulations. Positions of new junctions formed by T1 transitions were analyzed with respect to themidline of T1 transition

(see Figure 3E). Error bars indicate the SEM. n = 59 (l = 1), n = 45 (l = 2), and n = 34 (l = 3) T1 transitions. ***p < 0.01.

(E) Scheme illustrating the influence of multiple T1 transitions on the shape of a control interface and the AP boundary (green lines).

(F) Model depicting the cellular mechanisms shaping the AP boundary in histoblast nests. Apposition of posterior cells expressing the selector genes

engrailed and invected and anterior cells that do not express these selector genes results in the local increase in mechanical tension at cell junctions along

the AP boundary. Increased mechanical tension at the junctions along the AP boundary results in their reduced deformation during T1 transitions. As a

consequence, the asymmetry of junctional shrinkage during T1 transitions is biased in such a way that the junction shrinks predominantly by themovement

of the vertex located away from the APboundary. The new junction emerges from the four-way vertex at a locationwhere the straight shape of the AP bound-

ary is little or not disturbed.

See also Figure S3.
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